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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Rationale 

If a sentence like Colourless green ideas sleep furiously is seen as semantic 

anomaly (Chomsky, 1957) or syntactic deviance solely from linguistic structural 

viewpoint, the discussions within the scope of semantics would fail to catch the 

panorama of linguistic facts and shall be unable to engage in multifaceted 

communication of various contexts. This is not merely inappropriate for the 

explanatory power concerning form and function in language use, but 

epistemologically unconvincing for elaborating implicit meaning in discourse as well. 

Figures of speech in this regard play an indispensable role in human cognition and 

communication, and the ramifications of verbal arts are quite prominent in advertising 

and media discourse in their own right. 

This study thus aims to explore the audience’s inferential processes and 

pragmatic interpretation concerning emotions, poeticity, and storytelling in media 
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communication under relevance–theoretic account (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995; 

Noveck & Sperber, 2006) by looking into the lexical–syntactic–semantic–pragmatic 

interplay of the print ads released by Eslite Bookstore in Taiwan. The advertising texts 

adopted the rhetorical strategies of repetition and parallelism of VP, NP, name, 

metaphor and pun, with a view to encouraging solidarity and shortening the social 

distance through adaptation or dominance. Multifaceted expressions (including the 

names of persons [artist/writer/celebrity], places, literatures) and brand names, from 

both Western and Eastern cultures, were creatively crafted and widely employed 

within the texts to arouse the audience’s attention, to initiate cognitive poetic effects 

and advertising literariness, and to perform diverse communicative functions 

thereafter. These were also designed to convey significant and dominant ideologies 

(viz. intellectualism, elitism, nostalgia, social critique of taste, friends’ rapport, 

feminine awakening, and humanistic concern), especially those that are pertinent to 

the lifestyles of the petit bourgeoisie in urban contexts. 

While placing little emphasis on the commodity in question (e.g. books), these 

encouraged an imaginary audience to actively consume the texts and spell out a 

variety of weak implicatures involving emotions along the textual lines to reach 

‘optimal relevance’ (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995). The ads more or less invisibly 

persuade the audience to recognise prominent inter–/cultural values and to construct a 
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culturally pluralistic identity. Thus they helped shorten social distances and shaped 

Eslite’s corporate image as a cultural landmark. 

Advertising, as compared to earlier times, no matter in commercials or political 

propaganda, in print form or through the visual and sound effects of TV and radio, is 

no longer limited to directly selling products. It has become a site where emerged 

various forms of communication, which are more interesting and appealing. One of 

the most significant features is that longer texts and storytelling (Chang, 2000a, 2000b, 

2001, 2002b, 2006a, 2007c, 2007d, 2008b, 2009b, 2009e, 2009h; Shankar, Elliott & 

Goulding, 2001; McKee, 2003) in a literary style have largely been applied. Many 

corporations and institutions, such as Eslite Bookstore discussed in this study, 

intending particularly to construct certain cultural image, have employed rich 

linguistic strategies. These advertising texts weakly communicate a lot of messages, 

invite the audience members as potential consumers to actively and cognitively 

consume the texts and join the utterance interpretation process. 

 

1.2 The Issues 

Like other figures of speech, poetic effects and storytelling, with their noticeable 

indirectness, implicitness and vagueness of expressions, could attract more attention 

of the audience, serving a site where the weaker effects of communication of feelings, 
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attitudes, emotions and impressions would be more implicated than by literal forms of 

expressions in strong communication. The current study investigates the implicit 

meanings conveyed and enriched by diverse lexical items in advertising discourse, 

attempting to explain and render plausible interpretations to my central concern. 

What I concern most throughout this study is how semantic anomaly, in formal 

paradigm and structural linguistics view, and apparently unrelated storytelling in 

terms of commercial motive, would become pragmatic enrichment of emotions and 

meaning construction in advertising language. Under this central issue are several 

sub-issues: Being often conceptualised as passively receiving the communicated 

information from the advertiser, what can the audience’s role play in the interpretation 

process in media communication? How to use the seemingly lexical–semantic–odd 

but novel communicative strategies and advertising appeals to affect and persuade the 

audience, as the enterprise intends to build certain corporate image? What implicit 

information and cognitive contextual effects could be perceived and inferred by the 

different audience through these rhetorical devices employed in institutional discourse 

and specialised communication? What is the social meaning accompanying or behind 

language use? What competing ideologies and changing cultural values can be seen 

from advertising discourse, and further to shape social cognition? How will the 

audience construct their cultural understanding through popular culture, e.g. 
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advertising? 

In the next chapter, Grice’s approach and the relevance–theoretic approach 

developed by Sperber and Wilson to pragmatic inference and to the distinction 

between explicit and implicit communication will be outlined, followed by the 

introduction of critical discourse analysis, which comprises a part of my combinatory 

analytical framework. In Chapter 5, the applications of relevance theory along with a 

critical analysis to various poetic constructions and storytelling in advertising 

language will be investigated in more detail. 

 

1.3 Organisation of the Thesis 

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction on the 

rationale and the issues of the study. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background 

associated with this study in three parts. Firstly, Grice’s perspective on 

communication, Grice’s theory of meaning and theory of conversational implicature. 

Secondly, relevance–theoretic approach to communication, the principle of relevance, 

and the relations of relevance and implicature, poetic effects and storytelling. Thirdly, 

I introduce the notions of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which is part of my 

integrated approach as applied in this study. In Chapter 3, I will review and discuss 

the literature on Relevance Theory (RT) and related studies. Pilkington (1991, 1992, 
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2000) examined poetic effects from RT perspective. Tanaka (1992, 1994) presented a 

pragmatic relevance–based approach to British and Japanese advertisements. Chen 

(1998) analysed the speaker–audience relationship in ostensive communication by 

looking into Jutoupi’s rap songs, while Chen (2000) explored the interpretation of 

Chinese advertisements based upon RT. We further elaborate the recent modifications 

on and developments in RT (Noveck & Sperber, 2006), particularly the two general 

claims of ‘principles’ about the role of relevance in cognition and in communication, 

Cognitive Principle of Relevance, Communicative Principle of Relevance, and 

relevance–guided comprehension heuristic. Chapter 4 presents the research purpose, 

research questions, the significance of the study, and the methodology that we 

employed in the current study. Chapter 5 introduces the profile of Eslite Bookstore 

along with its marketing strategies. I then deal with the data analyses of the print ads 

released by Eslite Bookstore in two major sections respectively, poetic effects and 

storytelling in Eslite’s advertising language. In Chapter 6, we propose the concluding 

remarks, limitations and implications of this study. 




